For original procurement and
retrofittings of driver and
passenger seats

We turn a good seat into a perfectly tailored
seating experience for drivers and passengers

Tailored solutions for all
customer requirements
Passengers like to sit comfortably.
But passenger seats also need to meet
requirements when it comes to crash
and fire safety. We can help here too.

Outstanding
repair service
Refreshing for worn
passenger seats
Covers with newly
developed materials
Cladding with new
foam cores
Guarantee for top fire
safety standards

Combining design
with function
Premium materials for
maximum passenger comfort
Custom designs
Individually adjusted bases
Full certification for
passenger seats

The most comfortable
mobile workstation around
A comfortable seat can make all the difference
when it comes to protecting the back, neck and
spine. Ergonomic sitting can boost concentration
and make the journey safer for everyone.

Specialists for
special solutions
Fully certified driver seats
as per EN 45545
Longitudinal and lateral
horizontal suspension

Good to know
Expertise: we work with all
conventional seat models and
have our own upholstery workshop.
No idling: you receive a replacement seat during the repair period.

Armrests and control lever
consoles with control functions
Customised bases
Wide range of cover materials:
E-leather, fabric, real leather
Customised headrests

Seat overhaul
We help you save. Many of
our seats can be used again
immediately after an overhaul,
protecting your budget and
resources.

We offer personal
consultation and suggest
concepts and designs.

We provide a lifetime
spare parts supply.

We continuously develop
both our engineering
and our product range.

If you have a problem you
cannot solve, we can help.
We cooperate closely with major seat manufacturers
like Grammer, ISRI, SKA, Pilot Sitzsysteme and KAB.
They provide us with the base material that we tailor
to create your perfect seat.

Armrests
We make sure that the
armrests are either fixed,
steplessly adjustable or
foldable on both sides.

Upholstery and
cover materials
We help you choose the
right materials, while making
sure you meet fire safety
standards.

Accessories
You decide which headand footrests you need.
We supply them either
fixed, foldable or heightadjustable.

Cushion depth
adjustment

Pneumatic
lumbar support

The solution for tall
drivers. The cushion
depth adjustment relieves
strain on the thighs.

The height and depth of the
pneumatic lumbar support
can be steplessly adjusted
using two separate air cells.

Functional armrest
adjustment

Air-spring seats
with automatic
height adjustment

We fit every seat with the
right integrated console and
brake switch. The armrest
adjustment and rotational
direction ensure comfortable
control and allow the driver to
rotate the seat quickly.

We know the various pneumatic and mechanical
suspension systems. The
level adjustment automatically
adjusts the seat to the originally set
height, regardless of the driver’s weight.

Oscar Fäh AG
From road and rail to offroad, we are the specialists
for workstations in passenger
and goods transport, with
50 years of experience.
Our goal is to suggest the solution that is best for you.
It is this that makes us such a valuable partner to our
customers, including Stadler Rail, Bombardier Transportation, Menzi Muck, Swiss federal railways SFR and
all public transport authorities. For years, they have
relied on our products and outstanding repair service.
We are also expert partners when it comes to spare
parts supply, filters and filter elements, air conditioning
and AC service units, as well as heaters and coolers.

In terms of value for money, we are
very pleased. There is always someone
there quickly if we have any problems.
Arthur Debrunner, purchasing, Prematic AG

Oscar Fäh goes to great lengths to find the
ideal solution and make it as easy as possible
for their customers to do business.
Jürgen Schütz, maintenance, ElringKlinger AG

The pros
for seating
Not a seating expert?
Not a problem.
We are here to help:
New seats
Repairs

Nunzio Tempone

Your partner for
retrofits
+41 71 955 73 17
nunzio.tempone@oscarfaeh.ch

Refreshing
Custom solutions
Engineering
Customer service
Spare parts supply

Stephan Kurth

Your partner for
custom solutions
+41 71 955 73 25
stephan.kurth@oscarfaeh.ch

After-sales service is important to me –
just one more reason why I rely on
Oscar Fäh to supply quality bus seats.
Bruno Meister, garage and bus depot manager,
Baselland Transport AG

Christoph Bolt

Your partner for
new seat procurement
+41 71 955 73 24
christoph.bolt@oscarfaeh.ch
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